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MAIN PURPOSES OF THE PRESENTATION

1. To present Lithuanian Employers’ Confederation 
experience arranging work-based learning for VET 
graduates at the companies abroad

2. To suggest the new role for employers’ 
associations improving the quality of the work-
based learning at the companies



STEP 1. UNDERSTANDING THE
LATEST SOCIAL TRENDS AND THEIR
INFLUENCE ON WORK-BASED LEARNING



THE CURRENT SITUATION

Today’s world is more connected 
with global information, technology and 
financial markets. 

We live in unpredictable times:
 Environmental concerns
 Political instability
 The financial and economic crisis



THE CURRENT SITUATION

o Globalised and rapidly changing labour market need 
a skilled and mobile workforce that can continuously 
develop their knowledge and skills. 

o The growing importance of the need to get a skilled and 
mobile workforce comes at time when global labour 
market is suffering from high unemployment in many EU 
countries. 

o 40 % of European employers report that they are unable 
to find the right employees even offering competitive 
wages.  Skill mismatch in the EU affects most of 
workforce.  



THE KEY ELEMENTS OF LEARNING AT THE
WORKPLACE

In today's work environment learning at the
workplace means:

- Learning through being proactive;
- Solving real problems;
- Applying existing knowledge in practice;
- Acting independently or in cooperation with

colleagues, observing their operation.



THE CURRENT SITUATION

o In today’s work environment, ability to learn quickly and
efficiently is one of the most important factors
determining organisation’s capacity to adjust to
changing environment.

o Employers tend to consider that graduates of vocational
education institutions are not well prepared for the
labour market needs and lack motivation to improve
their qualifications.

o Shortage of the mentioned competencies may later
become a serious obstacle in raising qualification and
remaining attractive in labour market.



STEP 2. UNDERSTANDING FEATURES OF
YOUNG GENERATION WHICH IS COMING
TO THE LABOUR MARKET



FEATURES OF YOUNG GENERATION  

o This generation wants to earn a lot, but doesn’t 
want to earn

o It is very difficult to keep their attention.
o This generation grew up with technologies, it 

needs challenges and has a global vision.
o This generation is immediate and exists only “I” 

and “You”.
o It is very important for this generation how it 

feels at the workplace and it is important that 
the leader respects and evaluates.  

o



FEATURES OF YOUNG GENERATION  

o This generation chooses international 
companies, technologies, innovations, 
because the most important value is 
experiences and freedom to choose what I  
want.

o This generation can say that I will work at 
your company only 1 year and after 1 year it 
can easily ask what you can suggest for me. 



STEP 3. CHOOSING
ATTRACTIVE MEANS FOR
INSPIRING TO LEARN AT THE
WORKPLACE



INSPIRING TO LEARN AT THE WORKPLACE

Keeping in mind the new VET generation features 
and the growing importance of the need to get a 
skilled and mobile workforce , learning mobility 
was chosen by the Lithuanian Employers’ as a 
mean for acquiring new knowledge and skills 
and getting international experience which is 
ranked at the top of all criteria for employers.  



INSPIRING TO LEARN AT THE WORKPLACE

o Lithuanian Employers’ Confederation by help of
ERASMUS+ funds is developing a pilot model for
improving VET graduates abibility to learn in workplaces
through international traineeships in the enterprises.

o This year we sent 40 fresh VET graduates employed at
the companies for 3 month traineeships in Bulgaria, Italy
and Hungary.

o In 2018 it is planned to sent 50 fresh VET graduates for
3 month traineeships in Malta, Slovenia, Hungary and
Bulgaria.



INSPIRING TO LEARN AT THE WORKPLACE

o Model realization contains 8 activity stages:
- Informing potential candidates and performing their pre-

selection;
- Preparing selected candidates to define their traineeship

goals, to assess the competencies which have to be
improved/developed during the traineeship period; to
design traineeship programmes for qualification
improvement;

- Assessing and recognising of improved/developed
competencies acquired during the non-formal learning;

- Arranging supervision, quality monitoring activities



STEP 5. INITIATIVES FORESEEN FOR
IMPOVEMENT THE QUALITY OF
LEARNING AT THE WORKPLACE



INITIATIVES FORESEEN

During the quality visits to enterprises in
Bulgaria, Italy, Hungary we have noticed
that workplaces with integrated practical
training cannot be found everywhere and
quality assessment for learning at the
workplace in most cases does not exist at
all.



INITIATIVES FORESEEN

In order to overcome this challenge Lithuanian Employers’ 
Confederation is seeking by help of business associations in 
Bulgaria, Hungary, Italy involved in the ERASMUS+ VET 
graduates mobility projects:

 To develop European quality standard for workplaces with
integrated work-based learning;

 To set up a few pilot regional Quality Reference Centers in the
structure of employers’ associations which would be able to
find companies for qualitative work-based learning, provide
information and methodological support in this field;

 To develop a European pilot network of Quality Reference
Centers for workplace learning for changing the best practice.

ERASMUS+ funds will be used for this purpose in 2018.  



THE KEY ELEMENTS OF WORK PLACEMENTS

o Work placements should become a student’s
personal career management tool.

o In this case a choice of work placement would
become more purposeful because students would
link their placements with their personal career
goals.

o The benefit of work placements would be assessed
and recognized within the context of personal
career.



THE CHALLENGES AHEAD ARE CLEAR!
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